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Let rip your sporty side



If you’re itching to unleash your inner beast out on the water, check out our awesome S Series sports 
RIBs. They’re full to the brim with performance, attitude and image. 

Pure thoroughbreds
The design of the 650 and 785 has evolved from the arduous environment of RIB racing. The powerful 
deep ‘V’ hull and true monocoque construction have proven themselves time and time again – 
winning numerous races and championships around the world.

Designed to share
But don’t think the S Series are spartan racing boats; everything about these latest models has 
been designed with recreation and conviviality in mind. The new broader beam adds a dimension of 
spaciousness. Meaning you can take more friends and lots more tasty supplies along for the ride!

Total responsiveness
Compared with hard boats and many other mass-produced RIBs, the S Series are very forgiving, safe 
and predictable – giving you a smooth and dry drive. Handling capabilities are superb: terrific agility 
and manoeuvrability with exciting full throttle performance. No problem.

Extreme versatility
The S Series also make ideal RIB tourers for long distance trips, or coast and island hopping. And are 
totally suitable for family use. Hop aboard, wherever you want to go.

Room for all
The ergonomically designed consoles and seats provide maximum storage without encroaching on 
the spaciousness of the slip-resistant deck. The bow even converts into a good-sized sundeck to 
keep any sun worshippers happy. Neat.

Lateral thinking
Both these models have moulded spray deflectors that give dynamic lift at high speed. The 785 also 
has a unique planing wedge for better lateral stability, enhanced turning and precise tracking.

It’s up to you 
Each Ribeye in the S Series is sold as a turnkey package, based on your preferred engine size, 
electronics, tube colours, upholstery, seating and accessories. Your choice.

Fancy a spin?
If you’d like to put one of our S Series through its paces, give us a call and we’ll gladly arrange a test 
drive. Be warned though: once you get behind the wheel of a Ribeye, there’s no turning back…
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